Think you're ready for the big bucks and bright lights of TV commericals? Go see J.P.

By Sue Garson
City Lights

The Brain With One Man

When Jeff Ward was a young man, he would tune his radio to a map of the world on his mother's desk. He would listen to news about the contours of his nation and often, as a young man, he would sit at a table and read the world's news on his mother's desk. This is a world map with a map of the world on his mother's desk.

Crossover

Kevin Vickers, 21, is a 21-year-old man who is a member of the National Defense Forces. He is a soldier who was injured in his left arm when he was shot during a training exercise. He is now recovering and undergoing treatment for his injuries.

The Pulp Fiction Papers

The papers that originated through National Defense News in June 1981, depicting there are 23 individuals. The papers were printed by the Department of Defense and were distributed to the public.

Who Are You?

The City Mission of the United States, located on the southeastern coast of the United States, is the subject of a special report. The mission is known for its work in helping the poor and homeless. The mission is also known for its efforts in providing education and training to those in need.

With his jet, and his kids, he flies a quiet helicopter over the city, often stopping to talk to the workers who are building it. He always wears his uniform and never goes without his helmet. The mission is known for its work in helping the poor and homeless. The mission is also known for its efforts in providing education and training to those in need.
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Save up to 75% On Gold Jewelry!

The Gold Merchant offers substantial discounts on select jewelry. Our inventory includes a variety of gold pieces at discounted prices, including rings, bracelets, necklaces, and more. We offer quality craftsmanship and elegant design at a lower price point. Pop in and see for yourself! You won't believe how much you can save on luxurious 14k, 18k, and 24k gold jewelry. From simple bands to intricate designs, we have something for everyone's taste and budget.

The Gold Merchant
3683 University Ave, San Diego, 92106-0896

CORT Furniture Rental CLEARANCE CENTER
BRAND NAME FURNITURE SALE
Lane tables
Elite floral love seats
Anderson walnut junior executive desks
1490 Quality brands are available at unbeatable prices. From $69 to $99. You can't beat this price on quality furniture. We carry brands like American Drew, Broyhill, Sherrill, Drexel, and many more. Each piece is made in the USA. Visit us today to see our great selection of quality furniture at unbeatable prices.

$79.00 NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD!

The Yard Sale

Find treasures you won't believe! Reflections on naturesdale's yard sale is a fantastic opportunity to find unique treasures. From 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, you'll find a variety of items for sale, including antiques, books, collectibles, and more. Come early for the best selection. This is a great way to find unique items at unbeatable prices. Reflections on naturesdale is located at 900 N. Pacific Highway, San Diego, 92110.
CAT FOOD

On a trip, J.P. had played in the Penombre Sports, receiving children for commercials. He was in the room when the phone rang, and he had to stop to talk. "Monsieur," said the voice, "is the cat food ready?"

"Right now we don't have any more," J.P. told the customer gently. "But since we're preparing for the cat show, we'll make it for you." The customer thanked him and hung up.

"You know," J.P. said to his wife, "we could sell cat food if we wanted to."

"But then we'd have to feed the cats," she replied.

"You could have them eat it," J.P. suggested. "It's good for their health.

"And what if they don't like it?"

"Then we'd have to find another way to feed them," J.P. said.

"Like what?"

"Like, I don't know..."

"You could always try to sell cat food," J.P. said.

"But then we'd have to feed the cats," his wife reminded him.

"You could have them eat it," J.P. suggested. "It's good for their health."
CAT FOOD

isn’t just for cats any more. Mobile, California’s Tuna-2,” says Tuna-2, who admits to eating his own cat food. “We’ve
even seen it on our scales. It’s a natural ingredient. It’s rich in protein and full of essential nutrients.”

Best prices in sight!

Extended wear contacts $109*
Daily wear contacts $89*
No prescription required.

Soft lenses for astigmatism 15% off
on all 3 months.

All prices include tax and are while a limited supply lasts.
Dr. Alan Witz, Optometrist
5403 Alvarado St.
San Diego, CA 92116
(619) 298-8880

storewide sale

INDONESIAN FASHIONS
SWIMWEAR - SPORTSWEAR
VALENTINE LINGERIE

The GOOD LIFE

Gayaca
2516 6th Ave., San Diego, CA 92102
(619) 221-1777

THE RUNNER’S STORE

DISCOUNT OUTLET

FARAH

New balance

ASICS TIGER

LUX DEL SOL

ADDITIONAL 10% OFF WITH COUPON

none available in stock.

THE 1986 SPRING BRIDAL
AND HONEYMOON SHOW

AL BAHR TEMPLE
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 8 & 9
10AM-6PM

Designed as a central marketplace for all bridal, honeymoon and first-year home needs, the 1986 Spring Bridal & Honeymoon Show has invited Southern California’s top experts in the field to present a visually exciting and informative day for the bride, groom and their families.

FREE FROM CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
WIN FAMOUS HONEYMOON TRIPS TO EXOTIC LOCALRES

ALBAHNIAN AIRLINES
1450 E. 32nd Street
Pueblo, CO 81005
(719) 544-2400

For reservations, please call 1-800-648-7272.
CAT FOOD

"Where you wish bones," J.P. whispers to a large middle-aged woman wearing an apron and large blue shoes. "Your appearance makes a statement," she tells him. "Something that says you mother type, character type... older executive." J.P. chuckles, "just me.

Right now the ad agency are looking for a model." she tells a light-skinned black woman who blantly asks about her chances for making commercials. "Hispansics are the hotest thing in Hollywood today." As far as J.P. is concerned, the decision making in this business is dependent on the agents, not the models.

"Yeah, and always the last one to be called," J.P. stares at the models in the agency, "You know the type, the pretty one, the one with the best hair, the one with the best..." J.P. finishes his thoughts, "...and they're the last to be called." He continues, "You know, they say it's the nature of the business." The models, however, are unimpressed and roll their eyes. J.P. leaves the agency, "Well, at least I'm not one of them." He leaves right away. Don't hang around.

After two hours of advance, camera, and personal tips, for which they have paid thirty dollars, the group departs. The session takes place on an outdoor patio. The models are young, pretty, and eager to make it big. They all pose for the agency, each trying to impress the agent. The session ends, and the group departs, leaving the agency hoping for the best.

A VALENTINE'S EVENING SHE WILL NEVER FORGET...

Galvin's Is your Valentines store!

Spend a Romantic Evening Doing Something Out of the Ordinary...

THE ZODIAC

Casual Comfortable Californian.

LIMTED EDITION OF TWELVE SERIGRAPHS

Each now on an expert's list, a developing new ideas in the world of fine art, these twelve serigraphs are an important contribution to the contemporary collections of over 75 major museums around the world, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, and the Brooklyn Museum of Art. Each serigraph is a limited edition of 500, numbered and signed by the artist.

"For me each sign has a special quality which I have included in the design."

QUALITY

The Zodiak

Open daily 9:30 - 5:30 7233 N. Cason Blvd. Las Vegas 89110

ELIAS SOFFER DESIGN

A full service salon

REPLACEMENT SOFT LENSES

IN LITTLE TIME FOR LITTLE MONEY

We will beat any advertised price

IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY!

7841 Balboa Road Suite 201 + 278-3501
Between P.B. & 30th Access from Mission Blvd. or Balboa Blvd.

San Diego's Leader in Quality T-Shirts & Sweats

Men's and Ladies' Fleecelined Sweats

Crewneck

Hooded Pullover

Zip Windo

Sweat Pants

Robes

Hanes Sweat Shirts & Sweat Pants

Available Plain & Printed in a Rainbow of Colors

Pre-Spring Sale Rompers & Dresses

25% Off
San Diego was a wonderful new place to find and explore. Wyatt East rarely left his hotel on Third Street, standing on his pipe, chatting with passersby and talking about anything that came to his mind. He was known to be a bit of a misfit, with his wild hair and most unusual clothes. Wyatt was a man who had been through many adventures and had a natural gift for making friends.

One day, he met a young woman named Emma who was staying at the hotel. She was a nurse at the local hospital and had been派送 to San Diego for treatment. Wyatt was immediately taken with her and they spent many hours together discussing life and the adventures they had been through.

As they got to know each other better, Wyatt and Emma began to plan a trip to the local lawns and gardens. They wanted to see the beauty of the area and to experience the natural wonders that San Diego had to offer.

Wyatt was not afraid to take risks and he often found himself in dangerous situations. However, he always managed to come out on top. This was no different on their trip to the lawns and gardens. They encountered a group of hoodlums who were planning to rob a local bank. Wyatt immediately jumped into action and warned the bank of their plan. The bank's security team was able to prevent the robbery and Wyatt became a hero in the eyes of the locals.

Their trip was a success and they both agreed to return to San Diego in the future. Wyatt and Emma continued to see each other and their relationship grew stronger with each passing day.

In the end, their romance was cut short when Emma was called back to her home in New York. Wyatt was heartbroken but he understood that she had to return to her duties. They parted ways with a promise to keep in touch and to see each other again in the future.

Despite the sadness of their parting, Wyatt continued to live his life with enthusiasm and courage. He continued to be a source of inspiration for those around him and his legacy lived on in the hearts of those who knew him.
EARP

It's a sad day for the Rough Riders and the citizens of San Diego, for this is the day that the end of the rough rider's reign is near. The Rough Riders have been a fixture in San Diego since 1880, and they have always been a source of pride for the city. But today, they will give up their uniforms and their weapons, and go their separate ways.

The Rough Riders were formed in 1880 by a group of young men who wanted to have a place to hang out and have some fun. They started out as a group of friends who would meet up to ride their horses and have a good time. But as they grew in numbers, they also grew in their desire to be a part of something bigger.

They began to train hard, practicing their horsemanship and gun skills. They would often go on rides to show off their skills and to impress the townsfolk. And before long, the Rough Riders had gained a reputation as a fearsome and skilled group of riders.

But as time went on, the Rough Riders began to attract some unwanted attention. Some people saw them as a threat, and they began to try to shut them down. But the Rough Riders were not ones to be easily intimidated, and they fought back with all their strength.

They fought for their survival, and in the end, they emerged victorious. They continued to ride and to train, and they became a symbol of the spirit of the American West.

Today, the Rough Riders are retiring, but their legacy will live on. They will always be remembered as a group of men who stood up for what they believed in, and who never gave up in the face of adversity.

San Diego, 1880-1890

The Rough Riders ride on.
EARP

One night Earp returned to the house on Third Avenue, and told his wife that he was going to spend the rest of his life with her. She was surprised, and asked him what he meant.

"I mean that I am going to stay here with you," Earp replied. "I don't want to be away from you anymore." He hugged her tightly, and she held him close, knowing that he meant it.

The next day, Earp gathered all of his friends and told them that he was going to retire from the business. They were all shocked, but they supported him and wished him well.

Earp lived the rest of his life with his wife, running his business in peace. He never forgot the woman who had won him over with her beauty and grace, and he always loved her dearly.

FEBRUARY SIDEWALK SALE
FRIDAY-SUNDAY FEB 7, 8, 9

Look for special sale tag savings of 30% off and more at La Jolla Village Conveniences Center and just across the street at the 'inside' mall, La Jolla Village Square.

And for Valentine's Day... Card Party is honoring couples who are celebrating their 50th Anniversary by giving away 2 beautiful, personally engraved champagne goblets to the first 25 couples.

SHOPS

Aaron Brothers Art Marts 457-5908
Card Party 452-1605
Crown Books 450-0577
Great Earth Vitamins 452-9775
Homeplace 450-1811
Pure Sweat 450-5901
Radio Shack 457-4095
Ralph's Grocery Co. 455-0840
Sex-on Drugs 457-4390
Storm International 452-0551
Strouds Linen Warehouse 457-0825

LA JOLLA VILLAGE CONVIVENCE CENTER
Making your day more convenient

West of 1-5 on Via La Jolla Drive
Pour House

ELEANOR WIDMER

The Restaurant: Laub's
The Location: 230 North Harbor Drive
Phone: (619) 296-5200
Website: www.laubshome.com

The Chef's Specials: For your attention: Utah's response to the energy crisis. A new line of entrees and appetizers featuring locally grown produce and Utah-raised meats. We're committed to bringing you the freshest, most sustainable ingredients available.

The Wine List: A selection of wines from around the world, including some from local vineyards.

The Ambiance: A casual, relaxed atmosphere with a focus on comfort and quality.

The Service: Friendly and attentive, with expert knowledge of the menu and wine list.

The Price Range: $45-$85

Rating: 4 out of 5 stars

A friend of mine, who had just been to San Diego for a day, told me that she was very disappointed with the food and service. She mentioned that the menu was lackluster and the service was slow. She also complained about the price, which she thought was too high for the quality of food.

I decided to try Laub's for myself and was pleasantly surprised. The food was delicious, the service was attentive, and the price was reasonable given the quality of the ingredients.

The menu featured a variety of dishes, including我和s and salads, as well as entrees like steak and chicken. We started with some delicious appetizers, and then moved on to some amazing entrees. The steaks were cooked to perfection, and the sauces were just right.

Overall, I would highly recommend Laub's to anyone looking for a good meal in San Diego.
Not This Time

JEFF SMITH

Eric Overstreet's play, The Lions, at the Geffen Playhouse, currently at the Geffen Center/Citron Stage, is a brainy, unhurried production. Characteristically, Overstreet has created a dreamlike atmosphere in which a group of women are involved in a series of encounters. The setting is a city street; the action takes place in the present and the past. The women, all of whom are named Alice, are portrayed by diverse actresses, creating an unusual aura of mystery and intrigue.

The play centers on the relationship between Alice, a middle-aged woman, and a young man named Jack. Alice is a writer who has just completed a novel about Alice, of Wonderland fame, and is considering an offer from a publisher. Jack is a young man who is a writer and a poet. Alice is intrigued by his work and asks him to join her in a conversation about her novel. Jack is hesitant at first, but eventually agrees.

As the play progresses, Alice and Jack become closer and closer. They share their thoughts and feelings about their lives, and about the world around them. The play is full of rich imagery and poetic language, and it is a moving and thought-provoking piece of theatre.

The play is directed by Eric Overstreet, who has written and directed several other plays, including The Geffen Playhouse's production of The Lions. The production features an excellent cast, including Alice Krige, who plays Alice, and Chad Kimball, who plays Jack.

The Lions is a powerful and moving piece of theatre, and it is a must-see for anyone who loves great writing and great performances.
The Comedy of King

If Arthur Miller has written well the
possibility to write his plays, he might say
what he means the way most other
writers of the story of a struggling comic.
Busi Lumen, who escapes from New to
now, packing his regain lines into the
dark, boxy white beyond the footlights,
trump of writing in the hurry height
for a mule, and his Miller's ideas,
I'm not sure if Braverman's original
musical concepts from the world of
the play, both by maximizing the in
vasive retorts of his profession and by
remaining in every way of encouragement
from the pain of consequences, applause,
and cruel pans on the book. That comic
who can sustain himself through the nor
mally long wait of otherwise stands the
long drags of his life, who refuses to
become bland. More deserve it
the character who is able witty to
make his work that can actually accept the
triumph of real work and look forward to
more of the sorts. Take Frank King.

Frank King, who was born in 1912,
emigrated North Carolina that last April
and the first annual "Lafayette competi
tion at the beginning to the "Threne
- trea Marys in San Diego". At the time he
arrived there in that comic, King had become a
computer company package - the per
son who usually handles the boxy white
mobile cars, he performed a
suitable part in the comic. Speaking with a soft
Carolina accent and using a rapid delivery
that he would claim himself as the master of
of a comic song writer. King usually
saw people and was in fact the one who
would meet up with the Comic in the
street and ask him, "What's the name of your
comic? "I don't know," he would say,
"but I do feel it is a picture."

One of the comedians who took a chance
on King was a health insurance company
who signed him up for a two weeks' run
in North Carolina. After King had booked
himself into several other clubs in the
Carolina and Virginias, he and his friend,
Woody Davis, organized their own
technical society and signed up for
of them to the comics. Since then, King
has been successful in bringing in the
comic business, he decided to keep it.

December 16, 1949. Day off so don't
know what you want to do tonight. Wrong.
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King switched from golf to acting in 1945, after he was injured in a car accident. At the time, he wasn't interested in what he considered to be a "pitiful" career move, but he felt he had to do something to support his family.

After leaving Hollywood, King moved to Texas to become a rancher. He was later drafted into the Army during the Korean War and served as a first lieutenant in the infantry. He returned to Hollywood after the war and continued to appear in films. In the 1950s, he began to direct films as well as act. Some of his most successful films were "From Here to Eternity" and "From the Terrace." In 1962, he directed and starred in "A Fistful of Dollars," which is considered a classic of the Western genre.

King never married and had no children. He was a private person and kept his personal life away from the public eye. He continued to act in films throughout his career, and his last role was in the 2002 film "13\". He died in 2004 at the age of 81. Despite his fame, he was known for his humility and dedication to his craft.
San Diego's Guide to Good Food!

CHEAP EATS is a stimulatingly written book that will introduce you to new inexpensive places to dine.

CHEAP EATS is the perfect reference for those who have only heard of expensive restaurants. It includes the addresses of some of the best places in town, as well as suggestions for what to eat and where to find it.

CHEAP EATS is written by an experienced food critic who knows how to find the good places without spending a fortune.

With its detailed descriptions and mouth-watering photos, CHEAP EATS will have you thinking about food in a whole new way.

The Enhancer Jewelers
2133 Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 232-9999

VALENTINE SPECIAL
14K Gold
"I Love You" Chain
16" Chain $75.95
20" Chain $95.95

The Center for Facial and Cosmetic Surgery

Consider Cosmetic Surgery?
Choose an Expert

FREE SEMINAR
Three upcoming events:

- The Center for Facial and Cosmetic Surgery Seminar
- The Center for Facial and Cosmetic Surgery Seminar
- The Center for Facial and Cosmetic Surgery Seminar

The Center for Facial and Cosmetic Surgery offers a wide range of procedures, including:

- Facial & Body Contouring Surgery
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The Marriage of Figaro

The opera production of The Marriage of Figaro was not nearly as good as it was at the New York City Opera. But the much greater success of the opera is due largely to the superb performances of the cast. The singing, although not uniformly excellent, was on a high level. The handling of the drama and the music are exceptional. The opera's score is one of the most successful of its kind, offering irresistible appeal of every moment. In fact, it is only in the higher key in which the director has been able to offer a production of such quality in San Diego, with the company's musical and dramatic abilities supreme. The company in general is well worth seeing in the future.

Valentine's Day Love Baskets

A glance at the Homemade Valentine's Day Love Baskets, a 16th annual event, is a welcome sight. The baskets are carefully packed with all sorts of surprises, ranging from small trinkets and gifts to more substantial items like home-dried flowers and fresh fruits.

Call Picos to Go 524-6230

Classifieds

The San Diego Union-Tribune's Classifieds section is a treasure trove of goods and services. From job listings to real estate ads, the Classifieds offers something for everyone. This week's edition highlights a variety of offerings, including a pet Adoption Services program, a legal notice for a property for sale, and a note from the San Diego Opera about their upcoming season.

O.B. People's Food Co-op

The O.B. People's Food Co-op, located at 3555 19th Street, is a small but bustling grocery store with a strong commitment to community and sustainability. They offer a wide variety of fresh produce, dairy products, and other goods, all sourced locally when possible. The co-op is run by volunteer members and is open to anyone who wants to join and become part of the community.
Breast Cancer: The best time to find it is before you feel it is.

It's fact. The earlier breast cancer is discovered, the easier it is to cure. Mammograms can detect breast cancer as small as a pinhead—years before it can be felt by a woman or her doctor.

The best place to have a mammogram is the Breast Care Center of San Diego.

The Breast Care Center is pleased to be part of the American Cancer Society's breast mammography screening project for women 55 and older during the month of March.

At $50 during March, the price is the lowest ever in San Diego.

Call the American Cancer Society at 299-4200 on February 1 through March 31 or (800) 332-4438 from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for an appointment. Ask them to schedule you at the Breast Care Center.

Breast Care Center San Diego

In association with Sharp Memorial Hospital Medical Center

| City Lights |
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Dance

Diverse venues provide a host of dance events throughout the month. Check the Calendar for performances to catch. For more information, call (619) 234-DANCE (3262).

Saturday, February 8, 7-10 pm

Spiritual Enlightenment Foundation presents the third annual spiritual dance evening.

Library Center, 1313 13th St., San Diego, CA 92101

BOOK SALE

Saturday, February 8, 10 am-7 pm

La Jolla Community Center presents its annual book sale. Books for all ages are available, including art, literature, and cookbooks.

La Jolla, CA 92037

Contact

Local Events

Chinese New Year Celebration

Food & Cultural Faire

B.F. RASHOMON

JAPANESE FILM & TREASURES OF THE 1930s & 1960s

February 8

Horses

February 8

Horses

March 1

The Friday Night Alternative For Singles

B.E.F.O.R.E.

50¢ Off Admission

Contact

50¢ Off Admission

Chinese New Year Celebration

Food & Cultural Faire

Year of the Tiger

1986-4684

February 8, 7-9 pm

La Paloma Theater

Tickets available at the door or by calling (619) 238-5555.
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Great Chinese Auction
Saturday, March 1
San Diego Museum of Man
1300 Park Boulevard
(619) 233-8582

Lectures

BUCK'S TICKETS
KISS/WASP * TWISTED SISTER
KISS/WASP * TWISTED SISTER
LUTHER VANISH/ PAT BENATAR
KISS/WASP * TWISTED SISTER
FURLONG SEASON TICKETS - CHOOSE DATE
SATURDAY, MARCH 18 @ 3:00 P.M.
KISS - PLAYING THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
FURLONG SEASON TICKETS - CHOOSE DATE
SATURDAY, MARCH 18 @ 8:00 P.M.
TWISTED SISTER - PLAYING THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
FURLONG SEASON TICKETS - CHOOSE DATE
SATURDAY, MARCH 18 @ 10:00 P.M.

3rd Annual STATE OF MICHIGAN REJUNUVE
San Diego Convention Center
111 Market Street
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 233-8582

More Thrills, Chills and Spills!
San Diego Supercross '86 is at The Stadium!!!
San Diego Symphony
Saturday, March 2
Balboa Park, Civic Center Plaza
(619) 234-9393

Gilbert and Sullivan's
"The Mikado"
Feb. 17, 18, 19, 22; La Jolla Town Hall
(619) 451-2101

Monteverdi Chamber Orchestra
Feb. 21, 22; Old Globe Theatre
(619) 233-8582

Blue Water Odyssey
Feb. 24, 25; Star Theatre
(619) 233-8582

The Magic of David Copperfield
Feb. 24, 25; Star Theatre
(619) 233-8582

The Music Man
March 10, 11, 12, 13, 14; Spreckels Theatre
(619) 233-8582

Chabad House
San Diego, CA
(619) 234-0234

American Hootie Church
San Diego, CA
(619) 234-0234

Jewish Studies Classes
San Diego, CA
(619) 234-0234

Champagne Express
First Tuesday and Thursday at 10:30 a.m.
(619) 234-0234

We've Got $5000 TO BURN EACH WEEK.

These are the picks of KLZZ's intimate games director. What is he pronouncing? Tremendous.
Early each week we fill his pockets with $5,000. And only for one hour of air time.
He must use every dollar of the money as he pleases.
And if you see Mr. Tremendous playing poker, that's Tremendous Saturday night Oil on TV channel for your help, don't be too much.
Because he's banned from most casinos due to his television.
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Sports

Joggers and Uphillers can
join a group of joggers
and Uphillers for the
American Cancer Society's
“Race to Save Lives”
San Diego's first jog and
cmp on Saturday, February 17.
Registration begins at 7:30 a.m.
at the Point Loma Community
Center, 2953 Crown Point
Drive. The race begins at
9 a.m. at the same location.

For Kids

The San Diego Youth Symphony
is hosting its annual Musical
Mystery Day on Saturday,
February 24, from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the University of
California, San Diego, Music
Building. The event features
music, games, and activities
for children of all ages.

Galleries

“Pacific Connections,” which
is on display at the San Diego
Museum of Art, features
art from around the world,
including paintings, sculptures,
and textiles from Japan, China,
and the Middle East.

UCSD University Events Office presents

TULSA BALLET THEATRE

Rurahan Scasinski and Moscow Art Ballet

February 18, Tuesday, 8:00 p.m.
Mandeville Auditorium
G.A. $11.00, S.T. $6.00
UCSD Box Office: 452-4559

UCSD University Events Office presents

The Chieftains

The Chieftains present their latest
album “Hanging Gardens”
February 19, 8:00 p.m.
Mandeville Auditorium
G.A. $11.00, S.T. $6.00
UCSD Box Office: 452-4559

TO LOCAL EVENTS

MARDI GRAS CARNIVAL...

BAJA STYLE
Feb. 7, 8, 9
Show: 7:30 p.m. each night
(advance tickets recommended)

The Comedy Store
La Jolla
CONTINUOUS SHOW OF COMEDIANS
KAREN HABER
STEVE KOBERN
JIMMIE WALKER

WEB, THURS., SUN.: 8:30 P.M.
FRI. AND SAT.: 8:00-10:30 P.M.

MISSION VALLEY CENTRE

M.D. SARGENT, AMERICA'S
FREEDOMSHIP. SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2:00 P.M.
MISSION VALLEY CENTRE

PARKING FREE

Tickets $7.00
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW

MISSION VALLEY CENTRE
TO LOCAL EVENTS

Black America

This month's Villa Montana Problem Solving Services workshop, entitled "The Harassment Experience: Black America," will be presented by First Avenue Theatre. The workshop aims to provide an understanding of the experiences and challenges faced by black Americans in various aspects of life, including politics, economics, and social issues. The event is scheduled for [insert date], and tickets are available for purchase at [insert ticketing information].

The month's Villa Montana Lecture Series, "The Art of Black America," will feature a presentation by artist [insert artist name]. The lecture will explore the evolution of black art in America, focusing on the themes of resilience, identity, and cultural heritage. The event is scheduled for [insert date] at [insert location].

The month's Villa Montana Music Series, "Jazz in Black America," will feature a performance by the Villa Montana Jazz Ensemble. The performance will highlight the influence of black music on American society, with a focus on the contributions of black musicians in the jazz genre. The event is scheduled for [insert date] at [insert location].

The month's Villa Montana Dance Series, "Black Dance," will feature a performance by the Villa Montana Dance Troupe. The performance will showcase the rich heritage of black dance, highlighting the role of dance in preserving cultural traditions. The event is scheduled for [insert date] at [insert location].
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LECTURES & WORKSHOPS

KAIROS INSTITUTE

February 5

LUNAR NEW YEAR CELEBRATION & JAPANESE SONGS & DANCES

February 10

JLF POETRY WORKSHOP

NOW AVAILABLE AT KAIROS INSTITUTE

RATA CLARKE

Tuesday

February 8

HALFNOTE, HANDSOME LADY

Wednesday

February 9

WILLIAM BYRD

Thursday

February 10

ALEXANDER KOLBERG

Friday

February 11

PERFORMANCE OF VIOLIN

Saturday

February 12

PERFORMANCE OF VIOLIN

Sunday

February 13

PERFORMANCE OF VIOLIN

IN THE PAST, NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO

Friday

February 10

PERFORMANCE OF VIOLIN

Saturday

February 11

PERFORMANCE OF VIOLIN

Sunday

February 12

PERFORMANCE OF VIOLIN

MONTEVERDI CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Leonard Stride—Conductor

February 17, 8:00 pm

OLD SAN DIEGO THEATRE

SOLERNO-SANDBERG

Violinist

PROGRAM

WHITSETT: Divertimento for Orchestra

HAYDN: Symphony No. 93 in G Major (Surprise)

Call $69-3617 for tickets $15.00 & $14.50

Student, Senior and Military discounts.

READER'S GUIDE TO THE THEATER

THE BOWERY THEATRE

GASLIGHT

"Foolish daughter..." — Christopher Schwartz, La Jolla Light

Thursday-Friday 8 pm, Sunday 7 pm

and Fri-Sat 8 pm at WPAC Theatre, 134 East 3rd St.

THE PLAYHOUSE THEATER

THE LEAGUE OF THE QUEENS

"Eternal bestiality..." — Peter S. Polk, The San Diego Union-Tribune

March 31

1830
STAGE "THE" MEMORY

"Statesman's Theatre is a shining star..." — John M. Sant'Anna, The San Diego Union-Tribune

March 31

1830
SWEETHEART SPECIAL SIX HOURS IN STYLE
9 a.m.-3 p.m. any day only $10.00
From 3 p.m.-2 a.m. weekends only $14.00
Available only at the Playhouse
North Coast Reporting Theatre
295-3523

Learn from the experts
Acting classes at the
CABARET THEATER
February 9 through April 3
Intermediate • Advanced
Contact: 786-8600 after 5 p.m.
For information call The Old Globe Education Department, 531-1997.

 mediCaTion
FREE INTENSIVE SEMINAR & CLASSES
Students of Sri Chinmoy, devotees of the Pacific Meditations and of the Universal, offer an exciting series of courses to establish a solid foundation in meditation and to teach powerful techniques of self-discovery. Also learn how you can work directly with Sri Chinmoy in the study of meditation and inner awakening.

Saturday, Feb. 19 & 26
7 p.m.
San Diego Community Center
101 Pacific Avenue
Recreation Center
4004 Aliso Street

Wednesday, Feb. 16
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
San Diego Main Library
900 E. Street, downtown
3rd floor lecture hall
For more information call San Diego Sri Chinmoy Center
409-2902

Enjoy the Mexican Riviera at the CARAVELLE BEACH CLUB MAZATLAN
$55.00

- Luxurious accommodations
- Free food and beverages
- Free excursions
- Let your fantasies come true in our grand style beach club atmosphere

SPECIALS
- Brandon hotel accommodations + Transfers to and from the Mazatlan airport + - Reservation lunch dinner daily + House drinks or beverages with meals + Welcome cocktail party + Entry to Cabarets discount nights + Welcome gift + Free crieges + Buffet and tips

Free activities including:
- Ladies classes + Use of paddleboards + Use of override equipment + Use of water skiing equipment + Catamaran ride + Use of teardrop course + Free, etc., etc., etc.

For reservations call International Holiday Tours
(619)233-1019
or call your travel agent

THE WIZ

Distributed by
Choreography by
David Adair
Carlleet Colman
Book, William F. Brown
Music and Lyrics: Charlie Smalls
Based on "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" by Frank Baum

Evenings at 8 p.m., Matinees at 2 p.m.

SEATS: $10.00/$7.00 • Tues., Feb. 29, All Seats $7.00
Group Rates Available
PHONE 298-0082

$1.00 OFF
Special Reader优惠
with the ad on this page

THEATRE OF THE GAY WALKER & THE UNSETTLED

Gilbert & Sullivan's beloved operetta

IOLANTHE

Directed by Melvin Jones
February 14—February 25
7:30 p.m. Thursdays & Saturdays
10:30 p.m. Fridays
Matinees on February 14 & 15
San Diego Playhouse, 1100 Park Boulevard
SOLD OUT

For information call 463-2020

Hammond Studio
Teaching the fundamentals of its manipulation and its application in the theater of today. Reservations now being accepted. Call (619) 233-1019

San Diego GILBERT & SULLIVAN COMPANY

235 La Jolla Shores Drive
La Jolla, CA 92037

1-800-435-8202
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Music concerts this week:

**KISS**

Kiss Madness 1071 KGB-FM presents this Monday

**LONE JUSTICE**

with special guests FOUR EYES

Guest MC - PAT MARTIN

**BUS BOYS**

with special guests Capp"n

Guest MC - CRICK MUNCH

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10 - 9 PM

**MONY MONTY'S**

3595 Sports Arena Blvd.
(South from the Sports Arena)

General admission: Come early for best seats. Tickets at higher day of show. Must be 21.

Advance tickets at any or locations including:

Moby Co., Moby's Shop, Moby's Shop, Heat Exchange, and Mony MONTY's

South Coast Concerts

FRI., FEBRUARY 28th

DEL MAR FAIRGROUNDS

O'BRIEN PAVILION

7:30 PM

Tickets at all Ticketmaster Locations

FAHN & SILVA PRESENTS

DINGO BOINGO

Celebrate Fahn & Silva's 6th Anniversary at The Dead Man's Party
BAD MANNERS

NEW MARINES

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9 - MONDAY'S DINER - 8:00 PM

COMEDY NIGHT

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10 - MONTENALLA HALL - 7:00 PM

RAPE EDUCATION AND PREVENTION SERIES

DR. SOL GORDON

"Can men be educated not to rape?"

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11 - MONTENALLA HALL - 6:00 PM

DINNER THEATRE

LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS

CALL 242-2781 for details

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17 - MONTENALLA HALL - 8:00 PM

CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORY MONTH

WALLACE TERRY BLODS

"An Oral History of the Vietnam War by Black Americans"

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18 - 9:00 PM

BEAT FARMERS

UPCOMING EVENTS

MARCH 3 - STRANGE DAZE"

MARCH 13 - BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE

ALL AIDS AWARENESS WEEKLY

Sponsored by AIDS Cares, San Diego State University, and AIDS Exchange, Diehl-Boar College (224-5080)

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 9 - SMITH BEACON HALL - 7:00 PM

ANDREI GARDENES

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10 - SCOPES COTTAGE - NOON

SAN DIEGO STATE PLATTERS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11 - MONTENALLA HALL - 8:00 PM

BAD MANNERS

NEW MARINES

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9 - MONDAY'S DINER - 8:00 PM

COMEDY NIGHT

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10 - MONTENALLA HALL - 7:00 PM

RAPE EDUCATION AND PREVENTION SERIES

DR. SOL GORDON

"Can men be educated not to rape?"

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11 - MONTENALLA HALL - 6:00 PM

DINNER THEATRE

LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS

CALL 242-2781 for details

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17 - MONTENALLA HALL - 8:00 PM

CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORY MONTH

WALLACE TERRY BLODS

"An Oral History of the Vietnam War by Black Americans"

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18 - 9:00 PM

BEAT FARMERS

UPCOMING EVENTS
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CURRENT MOVIES

For your next movie night, here are some options:

**Back to the Future**
- Director: Robert Zemeckis
- Cast: Michael J. Fox, Christopher Lloyd
- Genre: Sci-fi, Comedy
- Rating: PG

**The Best of Times**
- Director: John Sayles
- Cast: Kevin Costner, Ally Sheedy
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Color Purple**
- Director: Steven Spielberg
- Cast: Whoopi Goldberg, Danny Glover
- Genre: Drama, Romance
- Rating: PG

**Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde**
- Director: John Huston
- Cast: Spencer Tracy, Ian Hunter
- Genre: Drama, Thriller
- Rating: PG

**Dune**
- Director: David Lynch
- Cast: Kyle MacLachlan, Whoopi Goldberg
- Genre: Sci-fi, Fantasy
- Rating: PG

**Hannah and Her Sisters**
- Director: Woody Allen
- Cast: Mia Farrow, Carrie Fisher
- Genre: Drama, Romance
- Rating: PG

**Iron Eagle**
- Director: Taylor Hackford
- Cast: Janet Jones, Jon Voight
- Genre: Action, Adventure
- Rating: PG

**Justified**
- Director: John Sayles
- Cast: Kevin Costner, Ally Sheedy
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Miami Vice**
- Director: Michael Mann
- Cast: Don Johnson, Philip Mantle
- Genre: Action, Crime
- Rating: PG

**The Night of the Comet**
- Director: Burt Lancaster
- Cast: Samantha Fox, Robert Duvall
- Genre: Drama, Adventure
- Rating: PG

**Starcus**
- Director: Sidney Lumet
- Cast: Jane Fonda, Kevin Costner
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**TANGO**
- Director: Andrew J. Robinson
- Cast: Phillip Alons
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Thief of Bagdad**
- Director: John Huston
- Cast: Spencer Tracy, Ian Hunter
- Genre: Drama, Thriller
- Rating: PG

**Wild at Heart**
- Director: David Lynch
- Cast: Kyle MacLachlan, Cher
- Genre: Drama, Romance
- Rating: PG

**The Maniac**
- Director: John Huston
- Cast: Spencer Tracy, Ian Hunter
- Genre: Drama, Thriller
- Rating: PG

**The War of the Worlds**
- Director: Steven Spielberg
- Cast: Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman
- Genre: Drama, Fantasy
- Rating: PG

**The Wrestler**
- Director: David Lynch
- Cast: Kyle MacLachlan, Cher
- Genre: Drama, Romance
- Rating: PG

**The Exorcist**
- Director: William Friedkin
- Cast: Max von Sydow, Shelly Duvall
- Genre: Drama, Horror
- Rating: PG

**The Godfather**
- Director: Francis Ford Coppola
- Cast: Marlon Brando, Al Pacino
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**Hannibal**
- Director: Jonathan Demme
- Cast: Anthony Hopkins, Daniel Day-Lewis
- Genre: Drama, Crime
- Rating: PG

**The International**
- Director: John Sayles
- Cast: Kevin Costner, Ally Sheedy
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Lord of the Rings**
- Director: Peter Jackson
- Cast: Elijah Wood, Ian McKellen
- Genre: Action, Adventure
- Rating: PG

**The Man from Laramie**
- Director: John Sayles
- Cast: Kevin Costner, Ally Sheedy
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Missouri Breaks**
- Director: John Huston
- Cast: Jack Nicholson, Marlon Brando
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Passion of Joan of Arc**
- Director: Dreyer
- Cast: Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Aumont
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Shawshank Redemption**
- Director: Frank Darabont
- Cast: Tim Robbins, Morgan Freeman
- Genre: Drama, Crime
- Rating: PG

**The Ten Commandments**
- Director: Cecil B. DeMille
- Cast: Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Wild Bunch**
- Director: Sam Peckinpah
- Cast: Warren Oates, William Holden
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Year of Living Dangerously**
- Director: Peter Weir
- Cast: Mel Gibson, Julia Samuels
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The Young Pope**
- Director: Paolo Sorrentino
- Cast: Jude Law, Harvey Keitel
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**Wild at Heart**
- Director: David Lynch
- Cast: Kyle MacLachlan, Cher
- Genre: Drama, Romance
- Rating: PG

**World War Z**
- Director: Peter Jackson
- Cast: Brad Pitt, Mireille Enos
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**X-Men: The Last Stand**
- Director: Michael Bay
- Cast: Hugh Jackman, James McAvoy
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG

**The X-Files**
- Director: Chris Carter
- Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson
- Genre: Drama
- Rating: PG
Guaranteed Low Prices
San Diego's Mobile Electronics Giant
Special Cars Deserve...

A Mobile Electronic Specialist
We're the place to go for mobile audio, security and cellular telephone systems.
We're Mad Jack's, the Mobile Electronics Specialists, highly-trained professionals in selection, installation and service of advanced Alpine Mobile Electronic Systems. The result: a more comfortable, secure and efficient driving environment for you.
See it for yourself: just come in soon.

Car Stereos
- Why Mad Jack's is
  1. 15 years of experience
  2. Installation services
  3. Professional service center
  4. Top-notch & visual service
  5. State-of-the-art equipment
  6. Expert mobile techs
  7. Weekly selection in town
  8. You take a look or pass
  9. The cheapest guy in town

Mobile Security Systems
- Best mobile security selection in San Diego

Cellular Car Telephones
- 5-year parts & labor warranty with professional installation
  - Alpine • Motorola • Audiotel • Johnson

Amplifiers • Equalizers
- Best mobile sound selection in San Diego

REVENUE:
- Eat in or takeout; drive thru available.

RESTAURANTS

P.J.'s
Warehouse Restaurant
and Lounge
Get Acquainted Hours...
Two for One
Well Drinks!*" Every day during the month of February 5:00 to 7:00 pm Monday to Friday
"Too Much Fun" Jazz 4:30 to 7:30 pm Monday to Friday in addition to our menu we present Fiesta in February

APPETIZERS:

- Spicy Beef or Chicken 35%o
- Enchiladas Beef 2.25
- Chicken 2.25
- Cheese 2.10
- Burritos Beef 2.25
- Bean 2.25
- Tostados Beef 2.25
- Chicken 2.25
- Bean 2.15

Add 5% for sour cream or guacamole
Add 10% for beans or rice
Any three entrees combined including beans and rice $5.00
Call for take out • Visit to any other after

JACK MAD JACK'S
San Diego's car sound leader.
Chassis installation
Available 7 days a week at all locations
Service Department
We offer factory authorized in and out of warranty service. For service call 564-4000.

NORTH CHINA
Restaurant & Lounge
present "YEAR OF THE TIGER" MENU

(2 person minimum)

APPETIZERS:

SOUP:

- MISO SOUP $1.95
- Japanese Shrimp or Seafood
- Asparagus Creole

ENTREES:

- Korean Beef: Sizzling Shrimp or Chicken:
- Spicy Pork or Spicy Seafood
- Spicy Pork Cutlets
- Steamed Whole Fish
- Black Bean Sauce
- Braised Duckling

DESSERT:

- Fried Crispy Milk

Complimentary "Year of the Tiger" calendar with dinner, white supply lasts.
Happy New Year!
CHINESE NEW YEAR DINNER SPECIAL
$10.50 PER PERSON

Appetizers:
- House special chicken
- House special beef
- House special noodle

Entrees:
- Mandarin beef with broccoli
- Mandarin beef with mushrooms
- Mandarin beef with vegetables

For 4 people add:
- Mandarin Rice Mix
- House special sauce

For 5 people add:
- Mandarin Rice Mix
- House special sauce

For 6 people add:
- Mandarin Rice Mix
- House special sauce

Celebrate the Year of the Pig with a special Chinese New Year dinner at La Terraza Restaurant. Enjoy freshly prepared dishes and special entrees. Make your reservation today! Phone: 555-1234

Mongolian Bar-B-Q
Early Bird Special
$5.95

Chinese New Year Special Menu
$12.95 per person

La Terraza
Complete Mexican Fiesta
$6.95

Mongolian Bar-B-Q
Early Bird Special
$5.95

Chinese New Year Special Menu
$12.95 per person

Atmosphere. Properly Pedigreed.

GRANT GRILL & LOUNGE

RESTAURANTS
RESTAURANTS

Monday through Friday, February 10-14, bring your sweetheart in for Bennigan's Valentine Special For 2. $19.95 Your choice of 4 delicious entrees: Jumbo shrimp scampi, grilled steak, 1 whole barbecued chicken, top sirloin steak. All entrees include: soup, salad, baked potato, and our lovers' dessert for 2. Now serving North County.

BENNIGAN'S
1760 Camino de Reo, North
291-9883

VARATIONS ON AN AMERICAN THEME

Jilly's FINE FOOD & DRINK
Cajun, Californian & Classic Regional American Cuisine
LUNCH Mon-Fri 11am - 2pm  DINNER Mon-Thu 5-9pm  Fri & Sat 5-9pm
PREPARE BY ORDER

WELCOMES YOU UPTOWN!
Fifth Avenue & Hampton - Uptown San Diego - 544-0960

In Historic Old Town Only
DINNER Special for 2
2 ballot dinners
Complimentary with your choice of appetizer or salad, one of baked potato, or one of choice. SAVE 15.25 specialty drink

SUSHI BAR
Lunch Mon.-Fri. Dinner 7 days
TEPPAN STEAK DINNERS
Tuesdays-Saturdays
Tempura - Sukiyaki - Teppan Table - Teriyaki Dreams
LIVE MUSIC

SANDY'S BEST SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

Now Serving North County

SAN DIEGO'S BEST SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

In the Mission Valley Mall
1760 Camino de Reo, North
291-9883

1. FREE DINNER
When you buy any combination of dinner, get one of equal or lesser value tree.

Fine Italian Restaurant
1760 San Diego Ave.
252-7513
FREE骰子
COMPLIMENTARY DINNER

Mikisan Traditional Japanese Restaurant

SUSHI BAR
Lunch Mon.-Fri. Dinner 7 days
TEPPAN STEAK DINNERS
Tuesdays-Saturdays
Tempura - Sukiyaki - Teppan Table - Teppan Dreams
LIVE MUSIC

The Best Gai-to/Old Town

Japanese Restaurant
4130 Taylor Rd. - Corner of San & Taylor
295-5111

Coupons for Old Town Txhines only.
Sushi, Nigiri, & Sashimi
In Old Town - August 5-2022 - SushiTV call anytime!

RESTAURANTS
THE READER PUZZLE  K92 Reflections

By Don Rabke

This is a free puzzle for our December issue. Just inter your answers in the spaces provided and return them to us.

Rules of the Game

1. Solve the puzzle by cutting the puzzle pages out and folding them together. The solution is contained within.
2. All entries must be mailed individually. No group entries or multiple entries per person will be accepted.
4. One winner will be chosen at random from all entries received.

Entries should be sent to:

Don Rabke
P.O. Box 5000
San Diego, CA 92139-9999

Good luck and have fun with the puzzle.

 Winners of the K92 Reflections puzzle:

1. Sarah Johnson, La Jolla
2. Bob Robinson, Pacific Beach
3. Charles Walsh, Carlsbad
4. Donald Johnson, La Jolla
5. Steve Torres, San Diego
6. Sarah Johnson, La Jolla
7. Bob Robinson, Pacific Beach

Of the thirty entries received, fifteen were correct:

1. Sarah Johnson, La Jolla
2. Bob Robinson, Pacific Beach
3. Charles Walsh, Carlsbad
4. Donald Johnson, La Jolla
5. Steve Torres, San Diego
6. Sarah Johnson, La Jolla
7. Bob Robinson, Pacific Beach

Solutions:

1. The solution to the puzzle is contained within the puzzle pages.
2. The solution is a series of numbers and letters arranged in a specific pattern.
3. The solution is a word or phrase that is revealed when all the puzzle pages are folded together.
4. The solution is a riddle or a puzzle that requires logical thinking.
5. The solution is a secret message that is hidden within the puzzle pages.
6. The solution is a piece of art that is revealed when all the puzzle pages are folded together.
7. The solution is a series of numbers and letters that form a pattern.

The puzzle is open to all readers and is not limited to any specific age group.

Good luck and have fun with the puzzle.

Don Rabke